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We are in the final stages of the Dukovany ASSET mission 1996 preparation.
I would like to present some of our recent experiences. Maybe they would be helpful to
other plants, that host ASSET missions in future.

Time schedule

Dukovany NPP started the preparation for the next ASSET mission immediately after the
" 1993 ASSET mission". We implemented several changes on our computer code that is used
for assessment of our plant events. These innovations allowed us to produce statistics
according to ASSET requirements. For example, events with safety impact, number of
events recognized during surveillance, etc. Also every year we prepared short descriptions
of events and their translation into English.

It was hoped to avoid time stress in the finalization of the ASSET report. Unfortunately we
changed the type of mission from a "Follow up" mission to "Self assessment" mission thus
many items had to be started again.

We have now prepared a "Self assessment" evaluation commencing January 1996 for the
ASSET mission.

Participants for the preparation of the report.

head of operational experience feedback section (Mr. Pleskac)
engineer from this section (Mr. Sindler)
computer technician from this section (Mr. Skarka)
secretary (Ms. Jandova)
head of nuclear safety department (Mr. Kouklik)

with some assistance from the WANO coordinator (Mr. Mandula). These people are (except
Mr. Mandula) responsible for the Dukovany events assessment. It has been difficult to
manage the regular daily work and ASSET self-assessment report preparation. In all it has
taken seven months to reach this stage and the report is not yet completed. The man months
spent cannot be specified. We must write some final comments and check translation into
English.

ASSET "Self-assessment" guidelines

We tried to follow strictly ASSET "Self-assessment guidelines" But some approaches of the
Dukovany operational experience feedback system are so specific, that we had to modify
some little items.
We evaluated 921 events over the period 1993-95. You can be surprised, how the Dukovany
NPP can operate, if it has more than 300 events per year. But the main reason for this
number of events is because we have a very detailed procedure for reporting and we deal



with lot of insignificant events. For example our average number of the reactor scrams is
0.5 scrams/year/unit and 1 event rated INES 1/year/unit. Our regulatory body requires to
report all these events.

We decided, after consultations with Mr. Thomas and Mr. Bliselius, to prepare all events
into "Tables of assessment" and than split events into four groups:

Non safety related - solved
Non safety related - pending
Safety related - solved
Safety related - pending

After this selection we deal in our report only with the last group of events - pending safety
related.

It is not possible, or necessary, to create Event Rating Forms, Logic Tree of Occurrences,
Event Root Cause Analysis Forms for all of the 921 events.

The last main difference from ASSET guidelines is, that we were not able to assess
recurrence of all events. We did this evaluation only for group pending safety related events.

Let me say one final comment to root cause analysis. For us it is impossible to implement
corrective actions for all root causes which we provide for safety related events. Our safety
committee decided on the following approach: we provide root cause analysis for all safety
relevant events-rated INES 1 and 0. annually we summarized these results and with a
fishbone chart and Parrrets analysis we determine the most significant root cause and we try
to implement corrective actions for it.

We call this "pending problems as "Safety problem" of our Plant. Over the last three years
we have chosen three "safety problems":

need of diesel generators modernization;
innovation of all kinds of procedures;
release of low radioactive materials out of control area.

We were very satisfied, when results of ASSET self-assessment analysis - groups of safety
related pending problems - conform very closely with our former decisions.

However, we also identified one new area of common group of pending safety problem -
control of reactor power - during preparation of ASSET report. We implemented several
corrective actions before this assessment, but we did not group the two or three relatively
independent groups of events into one pending safety problem. Now we reassess our
corrective actions from this general point of view.



Safety culture issues

Safety culture issues when identified can be very helpful to us to stimulate ideas, but we
recognized very interesting results concerning different pending safety problems which
highlighted that some areas would benefit more than others by use of the ASSET approach.

Conclusions

Every international mission is an excellent opportunity for improving our NPP safety and for
exchange of experience. But this is at a cost, either financial or human (preparation is time
consuming). NPP (or utility) should balance the many advantages of an ASSET mission with
its costs. We decided to invite "Self-assessment" ASSET because we believe in positive gain
for our NPP from this invitation. We have learned a lot during the preparation for this
mission which will be of use to us in the future.


